
COMPLEMENTARY LABOUR PATHWAYS: TAPPING INTO DISPLACED TALENT

COMPLEMENTARY PATHWAYS  
to protection encompass different  

migration channels for displaced  
persons to third countries in  
Europe and elsewhere. These  

include opportunities to work, 
study or reunite with family  
members. They are termed  

‘complementary’ because they are 
meant to come alongside (and in 
addition to) refugee resettlement.

reside in low and middle-income 
countries, and often cannot put 

their skills to use.

Data source: UNHCR

Europe is experiencing widespread 
and persistent labour shortages. 

The EU and UK will be 

according to estimates,
without more immigration.

Data source: Center for Global Development
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More individual resources  
& less support needed

Fewer individual resources  
& more support needed

Resettlement is meant for the most 
vulnerable refugees, who have the 

highest need for support.

Some refugees are able to make use  
of their human, social, and financial 

capital to find their own way through 
existing migration channels.

Complementary labour 
pathways can play an important 
role for those who fall between 

these two groups.

Most refugees cannot use existing  
labour migration channels because  
they do not fulfil all visa requirements  
or otherwise lack the networks, 
documents, or financial means necessary.

Displaced persons have their own 
ambitions, education, and skills that 
they can contribute — when given  
the chance.

Complementary labour 
pathways recognise the talent 
that displaced individuals possess 
— and enable them move for work, 
like so many other people already do.

→ WHY?

,



Ease mobility for displaced 
workers with a job offer, 
similar to Germany’s Western 
Balkans Regulation

Take inspiration from existing 
pilots

MAKE USE OF  
EXISTING PATHWAYS

LAUNCH SPECIAL  
INITIATIVES FOR REFUGEES

Displaced persons can  
build a sustainable  
future based on their  
talent

EU employers and 
economies can access 
an untapped source 
of talent

Major refugee-
hosting countries 
see more solidarity

FIND OUT 
MORE HERE ›

Incorporate humanitarian  
considerations into points- 
based immigration systems

Provide targeted support to 
help workers and employers 
use EU and national labour 
migration pathways

Incorporate refugee labour 
mobility into migration and 
development cooperation

Adopt community  
sponsorship schemes  
that connect to employers

Launch an initiative that 
builds on COVID-19 and 
Ukraine-related labour  
market fast tracks

→ HOW?
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